Morningside / Manhattanville Evening Shuttle Schedule
HOURS: 6 p.m.–4 a.m.

NOTES
- The Evening shuttle service utilizes two shuttle buses traveling on different routes, in thirty minute loops across the Morningside and Manhattanville areas.
- Service is seven days a week from 6 p.m. to 4 a.m.
- Shuttle times are approximate and are subject to traffic.
- All riders must present a valid University ID card upon boarding.
- The Evening Shuttle is wheelchair accessible.
- Public Safety’s walking escort service is also available seven nights a week from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. Columbia students, faculty, and staff can call 212-854-SAFE (7233) to request service.

WEST SHUTTLE BUS STOPS

1. ( /00 /30 ) Amsterdam Avenue at West 116th Street Northeast corner at northbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M71
2. ( /02 /32 ) West 120th Street at Broadway Opposite 120 West 120 Street (Science Building) TRANSFERS: MTA Subway A, M77
3. ( /04 /34 ) Broadway at West 122nd Street Northeast corner at northbound MTA bus stop In front of Jewish Theological Seminary School Main Entrance (West 122nd Street)
4. ( /06 /36 ) Broadway at West 130th Street In front of Columbia University Employment Information Center (680 Broadway)
TRANSFERS: MTA Subway A, M77
5. ( /08 /38 ) Broadway at West 133rd Street Southwest corner at eastbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M5, M7, M9
6. ( /10 /40 ) Broadway at West 135th Street In front of southbound MTA bus stop
7. ( /12 /42 ) Amsterdam Avenue at West 136th Street Northeast corner at northbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Subway A, B, C, D, M7

EAST SHUTTLE BUS STOPS

1. ( /00 /30 ) Amsterdam Avenue at West 116th Street In front of security booth TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M71
2. ( /01 /31 ) Amsterdam Avenue at West 117th Street Southeast corner at eastbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M71
3. ( /02 /32 ) Columbus Avenue at West 119th Street Southwest corner at southbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M5, M71
4. ( /03 /33 ) West 122nd Street at Columbus Avenue Southeast corner at eastbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M5, M71
5. ( /04 /34 ) West 123rd Street at Manhattan Avenue Southeast corner at northbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M5, M71
6. ( /06 /36 ) Broadway at West 125th Street Northbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M5, M71
7. ( /07 /37 ) Broadway at West 126th Street Northeast corner at northbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M5, M71
8. ( /08 /39 ) Manhattan Avenue at West 127th Street Northwestern MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Bus M5, M71
9. ( /10 /40 ) St. Nicholas Avenue at West 134th Street Northeast corner at northbound MTA bus stop TRANSFERS: MTA Subway A, B, C, D, M7

For more information, visit: transportation.columbia.edu